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CURRENTLITERATURE.
A new text-book of botany.

The last (fourth) edition of Sachs' admirable text-book, a work

which marked a distinct era in the teaching of botany, appeared in

1874, and owing to the rapid advances of the science, great need has

been felt for some time for a revision of the work or of a new work to

take its place. The author himself, having long since abandoned all

hope or even desire to revise the work in its original form, published

a work about ten years ago covering the physiological portion, and

somewhat later Prof. Goebel wrote a work covering the part Dp*

special morphology. These greatly enlarged portions still left a roog

demand for a general text book of moderate size. The publisher, to

whom the botanical public is greatly indebted for bringing out manjr

works of the highest merit, made a special effort in 1890 to secure 1

new edition of the text-book. He urged the task upon Prof.. *

Frank of Berlin, who was in many ways admirably fitted to undertake

it. The offer was finally rejected upon grounds substantially the**

as those that had influenced Prof. Sachs long before: i. e., tha: *•

the plan of the work needed changing, making it equivalent to writing

a new treatise.

A new treatise, however, was at once undertaken, and to- a\

have in Frank's Lehrbuch der Botanik\ a work that presents the ge ne:

subject of botany as nearly along the lines laid down by Sachs

book as could probably be attained at the present time, and ye
p

^

sentin^ the freedom of treatment and freshness of matter
senting the freedom of treatment

and
thoroughly independent work. It is in two volumes, mc

_

taining anatomy and physiology and the second, morp ^°^ (rft fct

classification. A single index is made to serve for both. i*>

are new.
thasta***

A feature of the work that is indicative of the change tn ^ cpts rf

place in the recent relative development of the main ep* ^
botany, is the comparatively large space given to I*>'

sl °

of

g
^'| U **

no *J*"

are*tissues.

daily new features. The remaining two thirds of the vo ^
voted to physiology and it is in this part that we find

acteristic and interesting portions of the au t hor^sJajK.

'Frank. A. B.:— Lehrbuch der Botanik nach dengj^ #9 |»«
Wissenschaft. Vol. I, Zellenlehre, Anatomie una Vnys " *
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Must. 1892. Vol. II. Allgemeine und specielle Morphoiog
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1893. Leipzig. Wilhelm Engelmann. Roy. 8vo- MarK
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Physiology is defined as the physics and chemistry of living objects.
He external conditions and agents, such as heat, light, electricity,

iter, oxygen, contact of solid bodies, and symbiosis, are first
aenup. The last topic occupies twenty pages, and is a feature of the
»i that every botanist will desire to examine. Symbiosis is dis-

hed as antagonistic (parasitism) and mutualistic. The latter is
grated into disjunctive (illustrated by the reciprocal benefits
"«ct pollination) and conjunctive (illustrated by lichen symbiosis,

opic and endotropic mycorhiza, and by the presence of alga>
"some higher plants). Several well drawn figures illustrate the

jrcorh
!°

?r
a ° f beech and hornbeam, and of the endotropic

ln7e

'
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' C^idacea- and Leguminos*.

*sm Z ,

properties and Phenomena the movement of proto-

Wdthe m k

S ' ^ mechanica1
'

optical and electrical peculiari-

ty re

3nyP es of g row th and movement are very fully treated.

•^00^ v
Cd that Frank ori g inate d the terms heliotropism

/,
,Whlch aPPlytotwo of the most interesting charac-

* fonum
P° rtl0n

° f thC sub
J ect deludes respiration, fermenta-

* k extens

6 ' 0118
° laSSeS a " d kinds of ve getable compounds,

^Saent in'th
^^ ° f nutrition

- The last has made wonderful

**» active of

C PaSt feW yCarS
'

and the auth or having been one of

**
interestinrr

lnvestl Sator s in this line, makes this one of the

^pCo/°,
rtl ° nSOfthework

-
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Part ° f the first volume closes with a chapter on

second
}

'' etC

^femainder"
1

^
^ 115 WUhfifty pages oi £eneral morphology,

"following
outr

t0 Special morphology and classification.

Copied bv tv
VVlU give the main features of the classifica-
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Lichens in this classification are distributed under the discoravce-

tous, pyrenomycetous and basidiomycetous fungi, the larger part fall-

ing under the first. Angiospermae are divided into only two sub-

groups: Archiclamydeae and Sympetalae,the former including the Poh

petalse and most of the Apetalae, and the latter the Gamopetalse, as

heretofore classified.

The citations of literature throughout the work are grouped at the

end of each subject. There are three unusually full indexes, one of

illustrations, one of subjects and one of plant names.

The work is a valuable addition to the present list of textbooks of

botany. One can only regret that it is not also published in the hng-

lish language.

NOTESANDNEWS.
Carl Friedrich Nyman, the author of the useful Conspectus Flor*

Europsere, died recently in Stockholm.

Dr. Dietrich Brandis, the well-known forest botanist, has been

called to a professorship in the University of Bonn.

Professor A. von Nordenskiold, of Stockholm, has been elected a

member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris to fill the place nw

vacant by the death of Alphonse DeCandolle.

The editorial staff for the new "Standard Dictionary of the Ent

lish Language," shortly to be published bv Funk and
"f£

na,
E j.

New York, includes the following botanists: F. H. Knowlton, w
Whitex'. oiuiui, uaviu vvnue ana vv. i. owingic, an «•. ~

in charge of botany, and A. A. Crozier in charge of pomology.

The committee of ten selected by the Botanical Club _me

Wednesday morning, August 23, 1893, and having previo ^pared tneir nrst ballots proceeded to eiect nuccu «"*-•"., ^je
to become charter members of the American botanica - ^
Twelve were elected on the first ballot and the rema ' nir

>, e char ter

the second. The following are the names of the twent>-»

members:

J. C. Coulter, J. M. Robinson, B. L

Atkinson, G. F. Coville, F. V. Sargent L. *

Bailey, L. H. Eaton, D. C. fcribner. r
• ^

Barnes, C. R. Farlow, W. G. Smith, J.
£on

Bessey, C. E. Greene, E. L. Pfltp W
Britton, N. L. Halsted, B. D. I rel ? T F
Britton, E. G. Hollick, A. f^W'p.
Campbell, D. H. MacMillan, C

u n demood, U


